CARE & MAINTANANCE
TIPS FOR TEXTILE CUBICLE CURTAINS

1. Machine wash in water temperature **not exceeding 160°F** using SYNTHETIC setting and a mild detergent. **DO NOT USE** any bleach, alkali, caustic soap or fabric softener.
2. **DO NOT EXTRACT.** A 30 second spin may be used to remove excess moisture. Remove load immediately.
3. Tumble dry for 3-5 minutes on the synthetic cycle until damp dry. **DO NOT exceed 110°F.** Remove curtains immediately; excessive heat will damage the curtains.
4. **DO NOT** dry-clean or put curtains through a mangler.
5. **DO NOT** iron rings, mesh or curtains.
6. Fold or hang curtains on storage rails when drying is complete. Avoid prolonged contact with heat or sunlight. Excessive heat will damage your curtains.

Not adhering to these instructions will damage your curtains and void the warranty.